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STRATEGIC PLAN 2015-2017
Mission Statement

“Shine is the national organisation dedicated to upholding the
rights and addressing the needs of all those affected by mental ill
health, through the promotion and provision of high quality
services and working to ensure the continual enhancement
of the quality of life of the people it serves.”

Organisational Ethos

Shine believes that
•

•

•

•
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People with mental ill health should at all
times be accorded equal rights, entitlements
and opportunities available to any other
member of society, and should be empowered
to participate in the life of the community;
Family members, the majority of whom are
the primary providers of mental healthcare
in the community should be accorded full
recognition and support by the institutions
of the State, and be empowered to address
their own needs;
A history of mental ill health should not be
a cause for discrimination in any form, nor
should it inhibit the individual's right of
equal access to training, education and
employment opportunities;
We should foster a partnership approach
with all relevant agencies.

Objectives

1. To promote the development of parallel self help
groups for people with mental ill health and their
family members and carers.
2. To empower people with mental ill health and their
family members through support, information and
education.
3. To promote the right of all those affected by mental
ill health to person centred and appropriate
services, which support recovery.
4. To engage in public awareness activities aimed at
challenging stigma and discrimination and promoting
the rights and needs of all those affected by mental
ill health.
5. To influence positive policy changes in the provision
of mental healthcare services.

OBJECTIVE 1
To promote the development of parallel self-help groups for people with mental ill health and their family members
and carers.
Strategies:
a) Shine develops relatives’ support groups and service user support groups in all parts of the country to respond
to specific needs of people. Support groups may be developed for parents, siblings, child carers,
spouses/partners. In addition, specific interest groups such as mental health and addiction, women’s mental
health etc. may be developed. Where it is difficult due to demography and geographical barriers to establish
support groups, consideration will be given to the establishment and support of local networks.
b) Shine utilises social media and networking applications to support groups.
c) Shine supports the growth and development of the support groups to ensure that they can actively pursue their
own local objectives.

OBJECTIVE 2
To empower people with mental ill health and their family members through support, information and education.
Strategies:
Shine will provide specific support services including:
a) Confidential counselling service.
b) A national information helpline.
c) The provision of timely and accurate information to meet immediate and long-term needs, using all media.
d) Provision of high-quality education programmes for people with mental ill health and their family members.
e) The provision of rehabilitative services for people with mental ill health.

OBJECTIVE 3
To promote and defend the right of all those affected by mental ill health to person centred and appropriate services,
which support recovery
Strategies:
a) Promote and defend the right to high-quality acute and long-term mental healthcare services as espoused in
national mental health policy and internationally accepted best practice.
a) Promote and defend the right to high-quality appropriate supported accommodation designed to address the
individual needs of people.
b) Promote and defend the right to high-quality appropriate person-centred training, education services and
employment services based on recovery.
c) Promote and defend the constitutional and human rights of all persons regarding access and use of mental
health services.

OBJECTIVE 4
To engage in public awareness activities aimed at challenging stigma and discrimination and promoting the rights and
needs of all those affected by mental ill health
Strategies:
a) Produce literature, in paper, electronic or other appropriate formats, aimed at educating the general public
about mental ill health.
b) Develop and/or participate in regional and national stigma reduction programmes and activities.
c) Promote in all of its activities a positive image of mental ill health and the opportunity for recovery.
d) Work with national and regional media to portray a positive and accurate image of mental ill health to the
general public.

OBJECTIVE 5
To influence positive policy changes in the provision of mental healthcare services
Strategies:
a) Influence positive change at Government, Health Service Executive, independent and voluntary organisation
level in the provision of appropriate services to promote recovery.
b) Promote the development of best practice in statutory, independent and voluntary sector services.
c) Respond to Government policy and service initiatives, which directly or indirectly influence all those affected by
mental ill health.
d) Foster a partnership approach with other like-minded organisations.
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CHAIRPERSON’S REVIEW
Another year has passed and once again it has been
another busy year for Shine in terms of the number
of interactions between our staff and the general
public. In his section of the report, our CEO, John
Saunders, provides a lot more detail about the work
of Shine and services delivered in 2017. You can also
read and obtain much more detail on our core
services from the various dedicated sections of this
Annual Report.
As I mentioned last year, it would not be possible for
Shine to carry out its work and discharge its services
if it were not for the financial support it receives
from its donors, including statutory bodies, individuals
and companies. Their continued support is greatly
appreciated.
In 2017 we relocated our Dublin and our
administrative services and put our premises in
Blessington Street on the market. I am very pleased
to inform you that the sale of these premises was
successfully completed in 2017.
In my report last year, I addressed the need for good
governance and I am happy to report that Shine
continues to operate under the Code of Governance
for voluntary organisations.
Our quest for new people to put themselves forward
for consideration as members of the Board of Shine
continues and I am happy that this has borne ‘some
fruit’ in 2017, with some new members being elected
and added to the Board. But we still need more
members to be willing to allow their names to be put
forward for nomination. So please do consider this
matter very seriously. If you need more information
please contact either our CEO or any of the
members of the current Board. As I mentioned last
year, Shine is your organisation and only exists
because of the very great need to provide support
and services to you, our members.
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Kevin Jones
Chairperson of Shine

In 2017, the Board spent quite a lot of time dealing
with the topic of reviewing the future direction of
Shine. As part of this process, the Board initiated a
review and revision of a new strategic plan for the
next three years. Hopefully this will come to fruition
towards the end of 2018 with the publication of the
new Strategic Plan for Shine. Be assured that all of
the feedback which members have provided will be
taken into account as part of this process.
I wish to express my personal thanks to my fellow
Directors for their time and effort which they have
expended on Board matters. Our CEO, John
Saunders, and his staff have been most supportive to
the Board and on behalf of all members of the Board
I would like to express my sincere thanks to them.

Kevin Jones
Chairperson

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
Shine Staff during 2017
CEO’s Office
John Saunders

CEO

Dolores Kavanagh

P.A. to the CEO/See Change Workplace Co-ordinator

Finance and Human Resources
Elaine Curtis Hughes

Finance and Human Resource Manager

Grace Ying Ma

Accounts Technician

National Projects Team
Hazel Whelan

National Projects Team Leader

Celine Moran

National Projects Team Leader (maternity leave cover)

Claire Sheeran

Media Assistant, Headline and Ambassador Support Administrator,
See Change / Media Monitoring and Education Officer, Headline

Caitriona Murphy

News Researcher, Headline

Kate Morgan

Marketing and Communications Executive, See Change

Treasa Hannify

National Please Talk Officer, See Change

Lorraine McCormac

Projects Assistant, See Change

Resource and Counselling Services
Patricia McKeever

Resource and Counselling Team Leader

Day Resource Services
Malachi McCoy

Resource Centre Co-ordinator, Dublin

Denise O’Reardon

Resource Centre Co-ordinator, Cork

Martin Matthews

Resource Centre Co-ordinator, Waterford (Shine wishes to acknowledge the
secondment of Martin Matthews by the HSE South East region).

Goedelle van Laake

Development Worker, Dublin

Rachael Hughes

Development Worker, Dublin

Jonathon Ledger

Development Worker, Dublin

Bruno Nicolai

Development Worker, Cork

Colette O’Connor

Development Worker, Cork

Emily Daly

Development Worker, Cork

Jessica Statham

Support and Information Officer, Waterford

Ciara Hudson

Support and Information Officer, Waterford

Counselling Services
Claire Hawkes

Counsellor, Dublin

Damien Lillis

Counsellor, Cork
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Training, Support and Awareness
Susan McFeely

National Training, Support and Awareness Team Leader

Development Team
Karen Boylan

Midlands Regional Development Officer, Tullamore

Christina Burke

Western Regional Development Officer, Galway

Karina Keane

Support Worker, Galway

Ann Marie Flanagan

Midwestern Regional Development Officer, Ennis

Miriam Murphy

Southern Regional Development Officer, Cork

Breda Lane

Southern Information and Support Officer, Kerry

Derek Pepper

North-Eastern Regional Development Officer, Dundalk

Maria McGoldrick

Peer Support Worker, Bealach Nua

Administration Team
Cillian Russell

Manager of Development and Administration

Bernadette Byrne

Administrative Assistant

Clodagh Lambert

Administrative Assistant

Inge Lisa

Administrative Assistant

Maura Delaney

Cleaner

Maria McGoldrick

Peer Support Worker, Bealach Nua

Mary Rose Staunton

Peer Support Worker, Bealach Nua

Community Employment Scheme Staff
Elizabeth Scott, Gerardine McCabe and Luke Adams

Voluntary Workers and Support
Group Facilitators
We thank our volunteers who give a great deal of their time to help support
the activities of Shine and whose contribution is invaluable at every level of the organisation.

Shine’s Relatives and
Phrenz Group Facilitators
We would like to thank our Relatives and Phrenz group facilitators for the
extremely valuable work they do in supporting families and individuals.
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CEO’S LETTER
Under the direction of our current strategic plan, Shine
delivered a range of tailor made services in 2017. These
services include telephone and e-mail contact, support
groups, confidential counselling, one to one meetings,
individual advocacy, small group training and education
programmes, individual and family support groups and three
resource centres.
Shine now operates 38 support groups nationwide. These
groups are designed specifically for people with severe mental
health problems or family members. The groups provide
emotional and social support and allow for mutual sharing of
concerns. These groups are facilitated by a network of trained
and experienced facilitators who continue their invaluable
services under the direction of our staff.
Shine continues to deliver a variety of information and
training courses for individuals and family members which
provide support and education.
Shine also provides direct day resource provision through the
Basin and Basement resource services in Dublin and Cork
and the Discovery Centre in Waterford City. These services
operate models of individualised service provision and
provide valuable support to people with severe mental health
problems.
In 2017 Shine continued to publicise its campaign on Family
Friendly Mental Healthcare Services. This campaign aims to
ensure that the voice of the family member is heard by
mental health service providers. In conjunction with the
College of Psychiatrists in Ireland we hosted a one-day
seminar in Waterford on important issues related to the
family and mental health service delivery. Over 100 family
members and medical psychiatrists attended and contributed
to discussions on matters such as patient confidentiality and
family involvement.
In this report we also detail the tremendous work being
carried out by our two national projects. See Change, the
stigma reduction partnership continues to grow year by year.
In May 2017 See Change continued its Green Ribbon
campaign, during which 500,000 ribbons were distributed. I
am pleased to acknowledge the Department of Health
through the HSE for ongoing core funding to support the
Green Ribbon Campaign. See Change has also continued to
deliver its Mental Health in the Workplace programme and
delivered 54 workshops in 2017 to companies nationwide to
bring good mental health policies and practice into the
workplace. Please Talk and Taking Control continued their
invaluable work during 2017. See Change is a partnership
model and I want to acknowledge the tremendous work of
our many See Change Partners and Ambassadors.
Headline, the national media monitoring service also
continues to bring about changes in how the media report
issues and matters to do with mental ill health and suicide.
Headline continues to be a much valued source of
information and support to the media industry and to the
wider public. During 2017 a review of the work of Headline

John Saunders
CEO of Shine

was conducted by Dublin City University Department of
Communications. The review has facilitated a major overhaul
of the operations of Headline which is now focusing its core
activities on the education and support of media students and
the media industry.
Shine continues to work collaboratively with many partners
in the statutory, voluntary and corporate sector. In addition
to the activities already described Shine has continued to be
an active partner in Bealach Nua and Friends projects led out
by the Health Service Executive. Shine is also actively involved
in the HSE Advancing Recovery in Ireland project and the
Family Inclusion programme.
Notwithstanding the range of Shine activities there remain
challenges for the future. These include the need to further
enhance our services across all regions of Ireland and
strengthen and consolidate our presence in areas where we
are now not fully represented. We also wish to focus more
on digital technology and social media as a way of improving
performance and communication. There is also a need to
focus on the measurement of outcomes to validate the work
that we do. As always we need to make the best use of
limited resources and continue to find new sources of
income
Shine could not provide the full range of services that it does
without the support of its many volunteers, members,
facilitators and staff. Special thanks must go to Board
members for their time and commitment to the organisation.
Shine also acknowledges the valuable support of all of its
statutory funders and personal and corporate donors who
support Shine in achieving its objectives of serving individuals
and their family members.

Best wishes,

John Saunders
CEO
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NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The National Development Team provides information and support to people with self-experience of mental ill
health and their families and friends. The Regional Development Officers and Support and Information
Officers support and co-ordinate the network of Phrenz and Relatives’ support groups nationwide and work
to develop new groups. Awareness raising events, information evenings, presentations, outreach initiatives are
organised regularly and training and educational workshops and seminars are delivered by the RDOs and SIOs
throughout the year.

MIDLANDS REGION
This year Shine has continued to support many
people individually with one to one support and has
continued to build strong connections with the
mental health services and other community and
voluntary organisations within the region, achieving
this by continuing to promote Shine’s organisational
ethos of equality, family support, rights and
entitlements and a partnership approach to
supporting all those affected by mental ill health.
In the Midlands and nationally, Shine is committed to
providing a range of education and awareness courses
and workshops such as Shine’s ‘Taking Control’
workshop, Hearing Voices Workshop and the Finding
MY Way seven week programme. This year we also
launched Shine’s Exploring My Way programme for
relatives of those who experience mental ill health.
Shine is involved in local initiatives also, such as
MOJO Offaly and Offaly Mental Health Talk Week
(OMHTW). Karen Boylan, Shine’s Midlands Regional
Development Officer remained in position of
Chairperson of OMHTW Working Group in 2017.
OMHTW, which is a collaboration of different
community, voluntary, statutory and non-statutory
agencies and organisations, all working together to
promote positive mental health and recovery in
Offaly.
The OMHTW Working Group began the year by
discussing how they had been delivering this
programme for the past number of years. It was then
decided that it was time to ensure that the Working
Group were meeting the ever changing needs of the
people of Offaly. This was achieved this year by
carrying out a county-wide survey comprising of 32
groups. One of the outcomes of this survey was that
people wanted the week long programme of events
and activities expanded to have regular activities
during the year. Therefore, to reflect this change, the
group have moved from ‘Offaly Mental Health TALK
Week’ to ‘Offaly Minding Our Mental Health’ and will
continue to promote positive mental health and
wellbeing on an ongoing basis throughout the year’.
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MOJO Offaly
Mojo Offaly is an evidence-based interagency
programme supported by local agencies, to provide a
response to men who are in ‘distress’ or those who
are affected by unemployment. The programme
works to transform the lives of men by supporting
them to build their mental and physical fitness, while
developing their ability to engage with local services,
set goals and develop a life plan. Shine is a member
of Mojo Offaly Interagency Advisory Group (IAG).
The IAG is made up of a number of statutory and
community agencies who work with the MOJO Offaly
target group. It is expected that the IAG will
strengthen interagency working in Offaly to support
men at risk and there will be improved links between
frontline services which will lead to improved
outcomes for men.
Shine and Offaly Traveller Movement
In response to the identified needs of the local
Traveller community in Offaly, Shine and Offaly
Traveller Movement (OTM) worked in partnership to
establish and develop a peer support group for
Traveller women in Offaly. The group meet weekly
and are co facilitated by Shine and OTM. The group
supports Traveller women by providing education and
awareness programmes and workshops with a focus
on mental health, recovery and wellbeing and aims to
enhance coping skills and to build and support selfesteem and confidence.
Other Activities
To continue to provide a broad and high standard of
support within the Midlands region, Shine has worked
and continues to work with many other services and
initiatives in the region. Some examples of those are
the HSE, Mental Health Ireland, Offaly Local
Development Company, Healthy Towns Initiative,
NLN, Community Mental Health Teams, GROW, See
Changes’ Green Ribbon Campaign and the
Transformative College.

Throughout the year, Shine continues to promote
awareness of mental ill health and recovery within
the community which in turn increases knowledge
and reduces stigma. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank our facilitators, volunteers and
members for their continued support in the
Midlands, and look forward to another productive
year.

EASTERN REGION
The Information and Support Officer in the Eastern
region continues to provide Individual Support
Meetings for families and individuals with selfexperience of mental ill health, a unique service
provided by Shine allowing individuals with one to
one space for their individualised circumstances. The
Information and Support Office provides information
about mental ill health, recovery, Shine’s services and
other community–based programmes to best suit
their needs. These meetings provide a safe,
confidential space for the individual to share their
experiences, worries, stresses and strengths, where
topics may include employment, housing issues,
education and training, lifestyle and well-being. Shine
continues to specialise in providing support to those
affected by psychosis, although Shine works with
those experiencing a range of mental and/or
emotional distress.

health difficulties, recovery, and the experiences of
relatives. Information sessions are also provided,
promoting the services provided by Shine, either
through presentations or meetings, to the public,
mental health professionals, staff and students.
The Eastern Region Information and Support Officer
works with a wide range of voluntary and statutory
agencies to promote the rights and address the
needs of all those affected by mental ill health and
the provision of high quality services.
MOJO – Shine’s Information and Support Officer
continues to be involved in MOJO Tallaght and
Kildare, participating on the Advisory Committee as
well as facilitating workshops within the programme
to reduce mental health stigma and support recovery.
MOJO runs for twelve weeks focusing on four key
aspects of mental fitness, physical fitness, building
social connections and life planning. MOJO is an
evidenced-based response, designed to address high
levels of suicide and unemployment. The Men’s Shed
was established in 2015 through the initiative of
participants who had completed the programme. It
continues to be a supportive and inclusive
community-based approach with huge success.
MOJO Kildare received additional funding and has
since run four MOJO programmes, and the Men’s
Shed has since been established in Kildare.

Relatives’ Support Groups - Shine was developed
from the formation of the progressive Relative’s
Support Group, which continue to be instrumental in
Shine’s success. We continue to run five Relatives’
Support Groups within the region, and as the need is
rising, we are actively working to expand this in the
coming year.
Phrenz Groups and Respite Breaks – Currently
there are five Phrenz Groups in Dublin, Wicklow and
Kildare that meet weekly for peer support. Our
Phrenz Support Groups continue to benefit from
Respite Breaks, which reduces isolation and
promotes social inclusion and well-being. The groups
are responsible for planning and facilitating holidays
or excursions, benefiting their participation in the
community and recovery.
Education and Training - Shine is committed to
actively providing Education and Training promoting
recovery, mental health awareness and reducing
stigma. The Information and Support Officer provides
mental health awareness training through
presentations providing clinical information on mental
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D10 Be Well - D10 Be Well is an interagency
initiative, working to respond to the mental health
and wellbeing needs of the Dublin 10 community.
The D10 Be Well is doing this by bringing key
stakeholders together, where Shine is represented by
the Eastern Region Information and Support officer,
to create a space for dialogue. This collaboration has
led to the development of a local area action plan,
aimed at promoting mental health awareness, skills
sharing and improved service provision. In 2016. D10
Be Well partnered with Shine to promote the Green
Ribbon Campaign with a week full of mental health
awareness events.
Detect Family Peer Volunteers - In 2017, six
family peer volunteers provided a number of one to
one information sessions to family members. The
services have been received very well and there are
further plans to recruit additional peer volunteers.
The Information and Support Officer is a member of
the DETECT Family Peer Volunteer steering
committee.
Consumer Panels - The Information and Support
Officer is involved in the setting up and planning on
the Kildare-West Wicklow Consumer Forum to feed
back into HSE services as per ‘Your Service Your Say’.
The experience and continued involvement of the
Information and Support Officer in ACORN, has
been instrumental in supporting the development in
Kildare. The ISO is working with ACORN to
document the “Skills for Change” training manual,
providing an outline of ACORN group process and
success, with a view to support, and the further
establishment of Consumer Panels nationally.

The regional office base is located in the Community
Development Project in Tralee. In 2017, Shine has
continued to support many people in providing one
to one support and continues to build strong
connections with the Mental Health Services,
Community and Voluntary organisations in the region.
The Information and Support Officer hopes to
further develop this work in 2018.

SOUTHERN REGION (Kerry)

Education and Training
In Kerry, Shine is dedicated to actively providing
education and training, promoting recovery, mental
health awareness and reducing the stigma that
surrounds mental health difficulties. The Information
and Support Officer has taken part in mental health
awareness talks, stands, public talks and training in
supporting people’s awareness around recovery and
the supports that are available in the region. This has
led to an increased demand for the Shine services
here in Kerry and ample opportunity to promote the
services provided by Shine, through mental health
professionals, students and the general public.

In September 2017, the south west region (Kerry)
opened its doors providing a full time service,
offering support to those affected by mental ill health
by providing one to one support, group support,
recovery focused education and training programmes

In 2018, Shine in Kerry is dedicated to providing
training and educational programmes and workshops
which include the Taking Control workshop, Finding
My Way and Education in the Family courses in
better supporting people affected by mental health
difficulties.

These initiatives are examples of the wide range of
collaborative work being undertaken by Shine across
the Eastern region - We look forward to continuing
our work with the various collaborative groups in the
Eastern region throughout 2017.
Having enjoyed an eventful and productive 2017, we
are looking forward to an equally prosperous year
ahead!
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and addressing the needs of the individuals we
support. Shine’s Information and Support Officer
provides a unique, confidential space for people to
share their experiences, stresses and strengths on a
range of different topics including, housing, education,
work, wellbeing and information around mental ill
health, recovery, community based services and Shine
services to best meet individual needs.

Shine has been continually led through the personal
experiences of those in which it supports through
peer support Phrenz and relative groups, which has
been key to Shine’s success. Shine in Kerry now has
two trained Finding My Way Peer Facilitators.
Support Groups
We continue to run three support groups in the
Kerry Region, two Phrenz support groups, one in
Tralee and one in Cahirciveen in supporting those
who experience mental ill health.
Shine in Kerry has one Relative’s support group in
Cahersiveen which supports family members and
supporters of people who experience mental ill
health through sharing their experiences and learning
self-help tools on their recovery journey. As the
need is rising, we are actively working to expand this
in the coming year.
The groups take responsibility for organising events
and trips throughout the year with the aim of
reducing social isolation and creating a wider social
network. The groups organised trips to Dingle and
Cork as well as local social events.
A key part of the Information and Support Officer’s
work is and continues to be, developing relationships
with mental health professionals, and community and
voluntary organisations in providing a high quality of
services for the people we support. This is significant
in supporting Shine to continue our work in reaching
those needing our support.
Lastly, Shine would like to thank all of our facilitators
for their fantastic work and we are looking forward
to bigger and better things to come in 2018.

SOUTHERN REGION (Cork)
The Information and Support Officer in the Southern
region continues to provide Individual Support
Meetings for families and individuals with selfexperience of mental ill health, a unique service
provided by Shine allowing individuals with one to
one space for their individualised circumstances. The
Information and Support Office provides information
about mental ill health, recovery, Shine’s services and
other community–based programmes to best suit
their needs. These meetings provide a safe,
confidential space for the individual to share their
experiences, worries, stresses and strengths, where
topics may include employment, housing issues,
education and training, lifestyle and well-being. Shine
continues to specialise in providing support to those

affected by psychosis, although Shine works with
those experiencing a range of mental and/or
emotional distress.
Relatives’ Support Groups
Shine was developed from the formation of the
progressive Relative’s Support Group, which continue
to be instrumental in Shine’s success. We continue to
run the Cork Relatives’ Support Group, and as the
need is rising, we are actively working to expand this
in the coming year.
Phrenz Groups and Respite Breaks
Currently there are two Phrenz Groups in Cork City
and Newmarket that meet weekly and monthly for
peer support. Our Phrenz Support Groups continue
to benefit from day trips, which reduces isolation and
promotes social inclusion and well-being. The groups
are responsible for planning and excursions,
benefiting their participation in the community and
recovery.
Education and Training
The Information and Support Officer provides mental
health awareness training through presentations
providing information on mental health difficulties,
recovery, and the experiences of relatives.
Information sessions are also provided, promoting the
services provided by Shine, either through
presentations or meetings, to the public, mental
health professionals, staff and students.
The Southern (Cork) Region Information and
Support Officer works with a wide range of
voluntary and statutory agencies to promote the
rights and address the needs of all those affected by
mental ill health and the provision of high quality
services.
• The RDO was on the steering committee of the
“Vitality Cobh”, Mental Health and Wellbeing
event. This open-air event takes place annually on
the front promenade in Cobh, East Cork. There
were approximately thirty information stands on
physical and mental health, including a drumming
workshop, personal stories of recovery, live music,
face painting for kids and much more. The event
got a lot of coverage in local media, with very
positive feedback.
This initiative is an example of the wide range of
collaborative work being undertaken by Shine across
the Southern(Cork) region - We look forward to
continuing our work with the various collaborative
groups in the Eastern region throughout 2018.
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WESTERN REGION
The past year has been a busy year for the Galway
office with increased inter agency work and
development work particularly in the North Galway
region of Tuam.
There was also an increase in intra agency work since
the beginning of the year. This has been very
beneficial in establishing new areas of support and
service delivery. There has also been an increase in
one to one contacts with the Regional Development
Officer in Roscommon with regular meetings with
clients in the Regari offices Roscommon town and
meetings with clients in Tuam town.

Wellness Days
The Shine Galway office continues to work with the
SCCUL Therapy Centre in Clarinbridge to provide
wellness days for service users and relatives in the
region. These days have been very popular and groups
have commented on the range of therapies on offer
such as mindfulness, art therapy, gardening, counselling
and drumming.
Shine had a wellness day at the SCCUL for relatives
in Mayo who came to experience a range of therapies
such as drumming, art therapy and relaxation.

A wellness day was provided for Mayo relatives in
Lough Lanna Castlebar in June. This was a day long
course of wellness therapies such as art therapy,
aromatherapy and relaxation.
Shine hosted a wellness evening for the Loughrea
relatives in November this was an open evening of
wellness for relatives of people experiencing mental
health difficulties.
Family Education
In April we ran a Recovery and the family facilitators
training course in Castlebar over four days.
Participants of the course were drawn from the Mayo
mental health services in Castlebar and Ballina in
addition to relatives of people with mental health
difficulties. There was also a Recovery and the Family
Course in Castlebar with participants from across
Mayo.
Bealach Nua
A much needed peer support service for relatives is
provided by Bealach Nua in Castlebar. This service
offers one to one peer relative support to families of
people with mental health difficulties that are
attending the Mayo Mental Health Services. The
service is free and provided by relatives with
experience of supporting a family member with
mental health difficulties. The service is funded by
Genio and jointly managed by the Mayo Mental
Health Services and Shine. In 2017, Shine supported
a number of referrals to this service.
INTRA AGENCY WORK:
Tuam
In 2017, the Regional Development Officer has been
working with a number of agencies in Tuam, North
Galway. A new primary care centre has just opened
in Tuam, which has sharp focus on raising awareness
of mental health issues and partnership with
community agencies like Shine. As a result of this
work, there has been an increasing number of calls to
the Regional Development Officer seeking individual
support and awareness talks at Tuam Library and the
Hub in Tuam. A number of awareness raising days
were organised in The Corrlea Court Hotel in Tuam,
with a Pancake day hoisted by Mental Health Ireland.
PHRENZ GROUPS:
There are two phrenz groups in the West in Galway
and Castlebar. Both groups provide valuable support
to each of their members.
Galway Group
The group had a busy year. This is a large energetic
group that meets once a week in Galway. The group
were able to go on a three-day respite break. The
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Galway group travelled to Westport in Mayo. The
Galway group also organised an annual dance and
quiz night.
The year ended with a Christmas meal in in Galway.
The group continue to have a very dedicated
facilitator who is very involved in mental health
activities in Galway City and has established local
links with various agencies and non-voluntary
agencies for the group.
Castlebar Group
The group had a busy year and we had a number of
new members join the group. They continue to meet
once a month. This is a cohesive group and have
organised many events and nights out locally over the
past year.
Relative Groups
There are four relative’s groups in the West in
Galway, Loughrea, Castlebar and Roscommon.
Loughrea
The Loughrea relatives’ group is a well-attended
group that meets once a month in the Family
Resource Centre in Loughrea. The facilitator keeps
the group well informed of all local activities, key
information on mental health services locally, and
courses of interest to the group as well as providing
much needed support to family members. This year
we introduced a mindfulness component at each
meeting. In addition, there is a strong emphasis of
wellness and care for the supporter. The group had a
wellness evening in the Loughrea Hotel in November
and this event was well attended.
Galway
The Galway relatives’ group meet once a month. The
group is currently being facilitated by the Regional
Development Officer. This group has strong links
with the local mental health services from which
regular referrals come.
Mayo
The Mayo relatives’ group is a very active group
which provides much needed support locally. This
group is facilitated by two facilitators who provide
much needed support to family members with years
of experience in supporting families. This group are
very engaged in local issues and can guide and
support families new to crisis. Some members of the
group attended family education facilitation training in
Castlebar. They also had a number of very informative
speakers attend the group throughout the year. The
group attended a wellness day in the SCCUL Therapy
centre in Clarinbridge Galway.

Roscommon
The Roscommon relatives’ group continues to be a
very energetic group who organise a number of
activities in the community. The group continues to
be a valuable support to relatives in Co. Roscommon
and meets the second Monday of the month in the
Primary Care Building, Golf Links Road Roscommon
Town.
Shine would like to thank the tremendous support
and commitment of our much needed facilitators.

NORTH EASTERN REGION
This proved to be another hugely successful year for
Shine in the North East region. Year after year we
have worked tirelessly to raise awareness of the
supports provided by Shine to the people of Cavan,
Monaghan, Meath and Louth and the response from
people in the region has been amazing.
There continues to be a strong demand for support
from our Regional Development Office, with
telephone and face to face support available from
9am to 5pm between Monday and Friday. We also
successfully delivered an array of education courses
across the region, with “Finding My Way” successfully
delivered in Cavan Town and Dundalk. Having enjoyed
such an excellent response to our collaborative effort
in 2017, Shine once again teamed up with the Social
Work Team in Co. Meath for the delivery of the
“Recovery and the Family” education course in
Navan. In addition to the education courses delivered
in the region, the RDO also facilitated the delivery of
the one day “Taking Control” workshop in the
Realtog Centre, Kilnaleck, Co. Cavan and the Trim
Family Resource Centre. We would like to extend
our sincere appreciation to our partners and
collaborators for assisting us in the delivery of our
various courses during 2017. We must also
acknowledge the funding provided by the
HSE/National Lottery Grant, which enabled us to
provide such extensive training opportunities across
the region.
Our Phrenz Groups in Drogheda, Dundalk, and
Navan have gone from strength to strength, with new
members joining the groups during the course of the
year. With the aid of National Lottery funding, the
Groups all enjoyed weekend breaks away in various
parts of Ireland, experiences that were thoroughly
enjoyed by all those who participated. Our monthly
discussion groups based in the Monaghan and Cavan
National Learning Network Centres continue to
thrive and we would like to extend our gratitude to
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the National Learning Network for providing us with
the opportunity to develop this line of support over
the last 8 years.
The Dundalk Relatives Group completed their
second year in existence, with a core group of
members who have supported the group from its
inception. We hope to see this group expanding in
2018.
Having always enjoyed excellent collaborative
experiences with other voluntary and statutory
bodies in the region, 2017 proved to be another
successful year for collaborative ventures in the
North East. Shine continues to fulfil a critical role in
the “Advancing Recovery in Ireland” (ARI) initiative in
Cavan and Monaghan, a role which has helped to
significantly raise the profile of Shine in the region
and consequently benefit those who have been able
to access our services. The initiative has also enabled
us to develop stronger and more mutually beneficial
relationships with the HSE and other voluntary
organisations operating in the area.
The Dundalk Positive Mental Health Forum, which is
spearheaded by the Shine RDO, successfully ran a
number of awareness events during the year, with the
annual art exhibition held in the Louth County
Museum and our Green Ribbon day in conjunction
with Dundalk FC being the highlights of the Forum’s
efforts for 2017. We look forward to engaging with
these groups and others in 2018.
Finally, we would like to extend our sincere thanks to
our Peer Facilitators, for the professionalism and
dedication they have brought to their roles. Their
commitment to Shine and our members has been
influential in enabling Shine to become one of the
leading service providers in the North East region.

MID-WESTERN REGION
Ann Marie Flanagan is the Regional Development
Officer (RDO) in the Mid-West region covering
Clare, Limerick and North Tipperary. The RDO
provides Individual Support Meetings, training and
education courses, works collaboratively with the
HSE and all other relevant agencies to advance
recovery and reduce stigma, isolation and
discrimination of people with self-experience of
mental health difficulties and their families. The RDO
also supports the Shine’s peer support groups and
draws on their experiences to inform the regional
work of Shine.
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Phrenz Groups
Core principles of the groups within Shine are
recovery, peer and mutual support, respect, dignity,
equality, personal choice and autonomy. The groups
are located in Ennis, Limerick, Nenagh, Thurles and
Kilrush. In 2017 after a well-attended Finding My Way
Course a new Phrenz group emerged, continuing to
offer peer support. For members of the Kilrush
group it was the first time some of the members had
an opportunity to travel and stay in Dublin, taking in
the sights and cultural spaces on offer. The groups as
well as offering valuable support are a springboard
for other recovery opportunities, training and at
times leading to employment.
Each meeting begins with the group agreement,
ensuring good practice and recovery values are at the
core. The groups are supported by the RDO and a
peer facilitator. They report the value of being part of
a national network of groups under the umbrella of
Shine. People attending the groups can also access
other supports and services offered by Shine at any
time. We would like to thank the very committed
peer-facilitators. These groups continue to be
recovery in action.

Relatives’ Groups
The Mid-West hosts four groups across the region in
Ennis, Nenagh, Thurles and Limerick. These groups are
peer facilitated and meet monthly. Family members
often access the groups after engaging with Shine on
an individual basis initially and/or after participating in
the Recovery and the Family education course. They
are peer facilitated by families who received training
in Exploring My Way, drawing on the 5 Key Concepts
of Recovery within WRAP: Hope, Education, SelfAdvocacy, Personal Responsibility and Support, to
support family recovery.
Family members attending the groups benefit by
having trained family peer supporters to share their
experiences with and have a framework for recovery.
The Relatives groups in Clare and Thurles continue
to be co-facilitated by our colleagues in the Clare
Mental Health Services and Tipperary North Mental
Health Services. We are most grateful for their
continued support, after hours, each month.
The groups meet monthly and also offer information
and act as a springboard for other well-being,
recovery and self-advocacy opportunities. To all the
families who reach out for support, attend the
meetings and support each other we are glad you
came. It takes courage to ask for help and the
benefits can be transformative.
Wellness Breaks, Respite and Personal
Development (National Lottery funding)
Annually Shine organises a large number of events for
people with self-experience of mental health issues
and family members. They benefit from a number of
activities that support their wellbeing, increase their
self-esteem and reduces social isolation and relapse.
In 2017:
• The members of the Phrenz groups went to
Kerry for three nights.
• There were day trips and meals out.
• There were wellness workshops
• There were holistic treatments at Cuinas respite
centre in Feakle which includes walks and lunch.
• There was recovery.
FRIENDS (Family Recovery Initiatives through
Engaging, Networking and Developing
Supports)
Responding to the identified need of families’
recovery support needs, national policy, the mission
and objectives outlined in Shine’s Strategic Plan, Shine
is working in partnership with the Mid-West HSE
Mental Health Service, Aras Follain Peer Support
Centre and trained Family Recovery Peer Supporters.
The overall aim is to develop sustainable recovery

supports for families with mental health services, with
families at the core of the developments.
Achievements for 2017 include;
• Sustain a representative steering committee of all
stakeholders: HSE; Laura Thompson (retired), Paul
Guckian and Niamh O’Mahony, Aras Follain; Margo
O’Donnell-Roche, Family Recovery Peer
Supporters; John Purcell (Chair of FRIENDS), Mary
Doyle (Secretary), Rachel Collopy (Ass Sec), Helen
McAteer, Shine; Ann Marie Flanagan and Susan
McFeely
• The ARI Project team, St Anne’s Community Mental
Health Teams and UL worked with the steering
group to pilot the Family Peer Support Service.
• FRIENDS Family members represent families on
Mid-West ARI project team, attend national ARI
Learning sets, are ARI consultants, are Recovery
principles training with Mid-West mental health
services, trained with ARISE (Recovery College) to
co-produce and facilitate training, co-facilitate Shine
Recovery and the Family course.
• Resource: FRIENDS Recovery Booklet,
https://www.shine.ie/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/FRIE
NDS-Family-Recovery-Booklet-PDF-1.pdf.
• Provide information and shared learning with other
ARI/CHO areas on family recovery and the
development of a sustainable collaboration (shared
goals).
Training and Education organised and facilitated by
the Mid-West RDO
• Recovery and the Family courses in Thurles,
Lisdoonvarna, Co-facilitators with the RDO were
Nicola Tassie and Marian Keaty. A huge thanks for all
their support.
• Finding My Way in Thurles, Ennis and Limerick. We
would like to extend our thanks to our fantastic
peer facilitators.
Individual Support Meetings (ISM)
Providing individual support meetings (ISM) to family
members and people with self-experience is a key
aspect of the Mid-West services. Accessing this
support offers individuals the opportunity to identify
the solutions to issues affecting their lives. It provides
people with self-experience and family members the
space to gain support and to work on their own
recovery. Each person can develop strategies to help
themselves to make informed decisions, communicate
effectively and maximise available supports. It is an
opportunity to set goals, take charge of one’s own life
and build trusting relationships to maximise their
recovery. This service is mostly accessed by family
members. An ISM is a free, confidential, personcantered, non-judgemental, supportive, solutionfocused space.
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Networking
The RDO continues to further develop links and
relationships with other organisations and agencies to
maximise the supports available for those we
support. It also creates an awareness of the work of
Shine and contributes to reducing misunderstandings
about people’s abilities and stigma. The RDO
networks with, provides presentations, signposts to
(and from) organisations focused on; employment,
housing, social connectors, training and education,
information and entitlements. Community
organisations are key local community links who gain
from our expertise, to ensure people with mental
health issues are meaningfully included. Our partners
with the mental health services are significant in
reaching those needing our support.
The North Tipperary Leader in partnership worked
with Shine in the Mid-West to provide funding for
Finding My Way courses and set up costs for Thurles
Phrenz group for which we are most grateful.
Clare Leader Forum is a group of people with lived
experience who Are working together to take action
on issues impacting their independent living and
mental health recovery. Supporting the group include
Shine. Brother of Charity, Dulick Centre and Centre
for Independent Living. There is a focus on supporting
people’s empowerment to self-advocate and engage
in equality awareness raising. They received €5,500
from Clare Local Authority for an Advocacy and
Leadership Level 3 course (Limerick Institute of
Technology) for 15 students with mental health issues
and other impairments with the RDO available for
emotional support. Also the group have been active
about ratifying the UNRPD. The issue of deprivation
of liberty and assisted decision making is significant
for the people Shine support. The group is growing. It
is the first time people are coming together
recognising their common issues regardless of
impairment/mental health issues.
The Mid –West Regional Development Officer would
like to sincerely thank everyone who supports the
work of Shine in the Mid-West. As one worker in the
region it would not be possible to respond to the
needs of so many without you all.
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SHINE ACTIVITIES
Public Presentations
Shine Regional Development Officers and Support
and Information Officers deliver public presentations
throughout Ireland. The aim is to raise awareness
about mental health issues and the services provided
by Shine. Events like these enable people to openly
discuss the issues that can arise when dealing with
mental health problems. In 2017 111 presentations
were made to 5000 people nationwide.
Individual Support Meetings
People with experience of mental ill health and family
members receive individual support meetings
throughout the year form Regional Development
Officers and Information and Support Officers. At
these meetings, the concerns, options and needs
surrounding mental ill health are discussed. Needs
are assessed and decisions are made as to whether
referrals onto other health professionals, a Shine
support group or a Shine Counsellor or other
voluntary groups are required. In 2017, 147 individual
support meetings were provided to 200 people
nationwide.
Recovery and the Family
The Shine Recovery and the Family education course
enables family members and friends of those with
self-experience of mental ill health to explore their
own experiences and attitudes to mental health
recovery. The course’s emphasis is on the family
members’ own recovery journey. It doesn’t focus on
any specific label or diagnosis. In 2017 Shine
delivered 5 family education courses to 60 people.

Taking Control Workshops
The Taking Control workshop is about practical ways
to face life challenges, maintaining and taking control
of your physical and mental wellbeing. The aims are
to build resilience in the face of life challenges and
setbacks. To enhance coping skills especially preexisting ones and to build and support self-esteem
and confidence. After participating, people will be
aware of positive factors in their lives; list positive
skills and knowledge they bring forward with them;
recognise the physical, mental and emotional effect of
stressors, have action plans to safeguard against these
stressors; be aware of opportunities and avenues
open to them; know professional supports available
to them; have set goals and have created an action
plan around these.
In 2017 40 Taking Control workshops were delivered
to 649 people nationwide.
Respite Breaks
For 19 years Shine, with funding from the National
Lottery has been supporting people with mental ill
health and their relatives to avail of respite breaks.
Each support group decides the activities they would
like to take part in. Some go on weekend respite
breaks while others go on day trips.
Respite breaks enable people who otherwise may not
be able to, to forge friendships and socialise and
break the isolation associated with mental ill
health. In 2017, Shine supported 15 groups, 60
people attended with respite breaks.
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COUNSELLING SERVICE
Shine has provided a unique and professional
counselling service for over 20 years. Shine’s existing
counselling service is free at point of entry and is
part of an open access, community-based service
operating within existing community recovery
resource centres in Dublin and Cork. It operates an
open-door policy, whereby any person seeking
assistance is accepted for an initial assessment.
Counselling is offered to all persons whatever stage
of illness or complexity of difficulties presented, and is
offered to people with self-experience of mental ill
health and to relatives of people with self-experience.
The duration of counselling is client led within broad
parameters and the counselling is recovery focused.
Time and focus is given to the development of the
therapeutic relationship, providing flexibility, time and
acceptance.
In 2017, 115 individuals accessed the service with 863
sessions completed. This included forty-five males and
seventy females. Eighty-four clients were individuals
with self- experience of mental ill health and 31
clients were family members.

Clients presented with diagnoses of Schizophrenia, BiPolar, Clinical Depression, Borderline Personality
Disorder, Anxiety related issues, and other mental
health concerns without diagnoses.
Therapeutic supportive relationships were built
throughout the year to ensure sensitivity to the
integrity and respect Shine’s clients require to
continue to help those who engage with the service
to be listened to and be understood.
During 2017, significant distress such as suicidal
ideation, hearing voices, ongoing difficult psychological
and emotional challenges that individuals continue to
experience over prolonged periods were responded
to through the therapeutic service. The interventions
continue to attempt to reduce stigma and seek to
normalise difficult experiences within a range of
understandable struggles.
Individuals accessing counselling continually worked
with their counsellor to adapt, respond and reduce
symptoms as well as discussing and looking at their
relational, educational, occupational and day-to-day
concerns.

BREAKDOWN BY LOCATION
LOCATION

NUMBER OF TOTAL NO.
MALE
INDIVIDUALS OF SESSIONS

FEMALE

SELFFAMILY
EXPERIENCE MEMBER

Dublin
Cork

68
47

380
483

24
21

44
26

46
38

22
9

TOTAL

115

863

45

70

84

31

In 2017, Shine’s Counselling Service in Dublin
resumed in February due to the renovation of the
counselling room in early January.
Shine’s online support service Phil@shine.ie received
366 initial contact inquires that involved multiple
responses to concerns regarding mental health as
well as signposting services within Shine or other
services that would be of benefit to those seeking
support.
Shine’s Counselling Service presented a collaborative
conference on mental health in October 2017. The
motivation of the conference was to continue to have
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conversations about the range of challenges people
encounter in their day-to-day lives with their mental
health. Damien Lillis, our Counsellor based in Cork
championed and led this initiative with Claire Hawkes,
our Counsellor based in Dublin, providing support to
the planning and delivery of the conference.
Mental health professionals from the National
Learning Network and The Lighthouse participated
presenting and contributing to the discussions on
Open Dialogue and Psychoanalytics. Thirty people
attended including local mental health professionals
and members of the public interested in mental
health.

SHINE PROJECTS

THE ALAN REID FUND

In 2017, Shine allocated €3,370 to the Alan Reid Fund.
The purpose of the Alan Reid fund is to facilitate a
person with a diagnosis of a mental illness to achieve
some aim, which may be an educational, leisure or
social activity and which may require a small amount of
money to help him/her achieve this purpose.
Examples of projects, which might be supported by the
fund include:
• part payment or full payment of educational or
training course fees
•
•
•

•

contribution towards the development of a
creative or artistic project
contribution towards participation in a
recreational activity
contribution towards the purchase of an item
which may assist the person in a creative,
educational or work activity
contribution to a project which enhances the
person's employment, self-esteem or presence
in the community.
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2017 marked a decade of monitoring mental health
and suicide coverage in Ireland. It’s been a fun filled
ten years of advocacy and educational development.
As agreed with the National Office of Suicide
Prevention it was decided to have an overview of the
project in order to establish key areas of change over
the last decade and to make way for the discovery of
new ways for Headline to adapt to an ever changing
media landscape. Headline put a large focus on online
platforms this year and have made significant progress
in engaging Irish bloggers, online journalists and media
enthusiasts with its work.
To celebrate the ten-year anniversary Headline held
its first symposium in the Hilton hotel Kilmainham.
Headline was joined by Steering group members,
journalists, editors, media students, Shine Staff, NOSP
staff, Press Council representatives and members of
the industry who have played a vital part in
Headline’s mission to have accurate and coverage.
Whilst 2017 has been a year of evaluation and
developments it is expected that 2018 will be a year
for implementation and rebranding and we look
forward to the challenge.
Jane’s Retirement
2017 saw the end of an
era for an integral part
of the Headline Team.
Jane commenced
working with Headline in
September 2006 as
Media Project Coordinator. Jane was
responsible for the
Jane Arigho retires
development of the
Headline structures
which have been operating since 2006. She was
instrumental in developing the media monitoring
programme and in creating the media alert and
response processes. Jane also contributed
significantly to the dissemination of the National
Media Guidelines reporting on mental ill health and
suicide.
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Additionally, Jane developed and delivered media
training to all of the journalism, media and
communication courses nationally in Ireland. The
training was the first and only mental health and
suicide prevention media training programmes for
third level students. Over the years Jane has become
synonymous with the work of Headline. Jane
resigned from her post in the summer of 2017.
DCU Research
In April 2017, a team led by Dr Roddy Flynn of the
Institute for Future Journalism and Media (FuJo) and
DCU School of Communications conducted a review
of Headline.
The research team committed to assess:
The efficacy of the existing guidelines and Headline’s
efforts to ensure they are adhered to by media
organisations;
The manner in which the media monitoring element
of Headline’s work is conducted and the nature of
the output from that work;
Whether Headline’s existing focus on text-based
media (print and online) could be expanded to
include broadcast and social media; and
The success of Headline’s training/education work.
This work was conducted using a mix of methods
including assessment of the workings and layout of
the Headline website; assessment of the content
analysis protocols used in media monitoring; and
interviews with stakeholders in the Mental Health
and Suicide sector, working journalists, journalist
educators, the National Union of Journalists (NUJ)
and print and broadcast regulatory bodies in Ireland.
Shine welcomed the opportunity to undertake a
revamp of Headline and to transition away from a
predominant monitoring model to one of support,
training and development. Shine is of the view that
the public and media climate in Ireland is such that
there is now a widespread acceptance of the

importance of open reportage and discussion of
mental health and suicide related matters in all media
and that there should exist a vehicle such as Headline
to support on-going positive development.

Headline Symposium

Shine welcomed the completion of DCU report on
the operations of Headline since its inception in
2006. The report has highlighted a number of
recommendations and Shine has already begun
implementing a number of these changes.
To read the evaluation in full go to
www.headline.ie/annualreports

Headline Website

Headline’s online functions
Headline’s Twitter account has seen a significant rise
in followers over the last 12 months. 655 new
followers have followed the Headline page and a total
of 718,000 impressions have been reached, the
highest ever on record. During the Headline
symposium, Headline’s hashtag #notjustaheadline was
in the top ten trends in Ireland and initiated a lot of
conversations about the way Irish media addresses
topics relating to mental health and suicide.
In 2017 an interim website was set up to ensure that
mobile users could access the Headline website. It is
expected that a new website that reflects the
changes identified in the DCU evaluation of Headline
will be up and running in early 2018.

Headline Symposium
Headline held a symposium, A Discussion of Mental
Health and Suicide in the Media – Past, Present and
Future to celebrate its 10 years in operation on 12th
July 2017 at the Hilton Kilmainham hotel in Dublin.
The event was hosted by Director of Headline, John
Saunders and featured leading experts from the field
of mental health and suicide prevention. The
symposium generated a great deal of discussion and
audience interaction, especially during the Q and A
section, and trended in Dublin and Ireland on Twitter.
Issues such as how a coroner rules on suicide cases,
the history of suicide contagion, ‘Blue Whale
Challenge’, dramatic portrayals of suicide and the
Netflix original series ’13 Reasons Why’ were all
discussed in relation to media coverage here in
Ireland. The official hashtag of the event was
#notjustaheadline to illustrate the effects – positive
and negative- of mental health and suicide coverage
on the wider public.
Speakers at the symposium included Gerry Raleigh,
Director of the National Office of Suicide Prevention
(NOSP), Professor Ella Arensman, Scientific Director
of the National Suicide Research Foundation and
President of the International Association of Suicide
Prevention, and Brian Farrell, Dublin District Coroner
emeritus . See Change Ambassador, blogger and TV3’s
the Elaine Show panellist, Jen Ronan, spoke
passionately about the media’s sometimes negative
portrayal of people with mental health difficulties
with a particular focus on the Germanwings tragedy
in 2015.
University of Limerick Symposium
A special symposium will take place at University of
Limerick in April 2017 looking at the issue of media
coverage of mental health issues, with particular focus
on murder suicide.

Headline Twitter feed

The event examined the challenges faced by
reporters when covering sensitive stories including
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suicides and murder suicides. Headline was invited to
address the room which had representatives of the
Irish Times, the Irish Daily Star as well as local media
including Live95fm and the Limerick Post which took
part and there was a special address by Una Butler
whose husband and two daughters died in a murder
suicide in 2010.
The panel discussion primarily focused on the media
coverage of murder suicide in the Republic of
Ireland. Researchers, academics, news journalists,
editors and students came together to share
information about the reporting trends of murder
suicide cases over the last ten years and the impact
that stories relating to mental health and suicide have
on the public. The discussion had a particular focus
on the implementation of media guidelines to ensure
responsible reporting of mental health and suicide
issues.
Ms Butler called for accurate and sensitive reporting
of murder suicide cases and stated. “The media have
and are in a powerful position on how they report
anything in general, but in particular with murder suicide
accurate reporting is essential. People and society have a
right to know how often these cases are happening”
She continued “I can understand that people just cannot
comprehend or don’t want to read about it and that it
why it is so important that when murder suicide cases are
being reported on that it should be reported accurately
and in a sensitive manner- no sensationalising, no
glamorising of the events.”
Claire Sheeran Media Monitoring and Education
Officer with Headline welcomed the debate. “This
event was a great opportunity to speak with
academics and media professionals alike about the
work that Headline has undertaken over the last ten
years.
She continued “Whilst mental health and suicide are
newsworthy subjects it is important to understand that
responsible and accurate coverage of mental health
encourages help seeking behaviour and helps to remove

Claire Sheeran, Media Monitoring & Education Officer

the stigmas and myths that surround these issues.
Hearing from individuals like Una Butler really gives
purpose to Headline’s continued work.”
NOSP events
In February 2017, Jane Arigho gave a comprehensive
overview on media guidelines in relation to reporting
on suicide to journalists and media professionals in
Donegal in conjunction with the Connecting for Life
Action Plan. She emphasised that their role was one
of support to journalists by giving them access to
guidelines and on-call support with regards to
reporting on suicides. From the media perspective
she explained that there are issues such as fear of
making an error, being ill-equipped to deal with the
aftermath of reporting on suicide cases, being
conscious of local repercussions for family members
and difficulty getting someone to interview and
determining the appropriateness of interviews etc.
In November 2017, Headline was asked to give a
media briefing for media professionals in Clonskeagh
Hospital as part of the Connecting for Life Action
Plan for Dublin South East, Dún Laoghaire and East
Wicklow 2015 – 2020. Claire Sheeran, Media
Monitoring & Education Officer for Headline spoke
about the value of guidelines for journalists, the
importance of consistency with helpline information
on articles. She emphasised that there is a need for
those being asked to be interviewed on topics
relating to mental health and suicide to be aware of
the guidelines too.

UL Symposium
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Media Briefing Cavan
In December 2017 the inquest into
the Hawe Family murder suicide
took place. This case was the first
time that Headline reacted to a
story at the same time that it was
breaking and this had a significant
impact on journalists reporting on
the story as they were fully
informed of the guidelines in place
for such a tragic event.
One year on from the tragedy. The
local NOSP representatives in the
Cavan Monaghan area asked Claire
Sheeran of Headline, Dr. Ella
Arensman of the National Suicide
Research Foundation and Peter
Feeney Press Ombudsman to
address the media briefing in the
Cavan Crystal hotel, Cavan in a bid
to provide guidance and support
to journalists reporting on the
inquest.
Media Awards
Headline presented its 2017 Media
Awards on the day of the Headline
symposium in recognition of media
organisations who contributed
positive and responsible coverage of
mental health and suicide in Ireland.
The Irish Examiner was chosen as
the winner of its 2017 Overall
Award for positive media coverage
of mental health and suicide related
issues, the Evening Echo won the
Regional Newspaper of the Year
Award 2017 for journalism relating
to mental health and suicide and
TheJournal.ie was chosen as the
winner of the 2017 Headline Voice
Media Award for both its excellent
quality and quantity of media
coverage given to people with selfexperience.
Speaking about the Irish Examiner’s
win, Editor Allan Prosser said, “The
Irish Examiner is pleased that its
consistent work in reporting in a
balanced fashion on mental health and
suicide has been recognised and
acknowledged”.

Above Joyce Feegan, Irish Examiner

“This is a subject that we have felt to
be important for at least the past
decade and we have invested
resources, including the work of some
of our best reporters, in ensuring that
the topics are covered fairly and with
full recognition of the human side of
every story,” he added.
Upon receiving the Regional
Award, Maurice Gubbins, Editor of
the Evening Echo, said, “We at the
Evening Echo are delighted to receive
the Headline Regional Award for
responsible coverage of mental health
and suicide. These are deeply sensitive
issues that affect many of our
readers and it is important that we
play our part in raising awareness
and challenging the stigma associated
with them.”

Maurice Gubbins, Evening Echo

Susan Daly, Thejournal.ie

Talking about TheJournal.ie‘s
receiving The Voice Award, Editor
Susan Daly said, “This is an award of
huge significance and value to us at
TheJournal.ie. When we began
publishing six years ago, many Irish
people were suffering economic
hardship, uncertainty and high levels
of stress. We wanted to give voice to
the everyday lived experience of the
challenges being faced by ordinary
citizens and have been privileged to
give a platform to those people to
share their stories with our users.”
The Headline 2017 Student Media
Award was presented as part of
the event. The award went to
Kieva McLaughlin, a DIT student
and native of Foxrock, Co. Dublin.
Kieva won for her radio
documentary, ‘Mouthful’, which was
described by judge Carl O’Brien,
Education Editor for The Irish
Times, as “An in-depth radio
documentary which explores the
impact of eating disorders and helps
demystify many aspects of the
illness.”

Kieva McLaughlin, DIT Student
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2017 marked the seventh year of Ireland’s stigma
reduction partnership with more than 100
organisations and 60 ambassadors working together
to end mental health stigma.
The See Change vision is that every person in Ireland
can be open and positive about mental health,
understanding it as a normal part of the ups and
downs of life.
As agreed with the Department of Health, Shine is
the coordinating organisation for See Change and
serves as the secretariat for the partnership.
See Change celebrates the 5th Green
Ribbon campaign

See Change’s objective is to challenge understanding
and perceptions about mental health stigma and end
discrimination.
The Green Ribbon is our national public awareness
campaign designed to end mental health stigma by
encouraging people to talk about mental health
throughout the country. The aim of the Green
Ribbon Campaign is to change minds about mental
health by prompting hundreds of events and
thousands of conversations all over Ireland during the
month of May.
The demand for Green Ribbons in 2017 was
unprecedented with over 500,000 ribbons distributed
by the 8th day of the campaign.

Key Findings
Stigma is one of the main reasons people experiencing mental health difficulties do not seek help, according to
research See Change commissioned in 2017 ahead of the Green Ribbon Campaign:
•

Almost 4 in 10 would conceal a mental health difficulty from family, friends or colleagues.

•

46% of under 35 year olds would conceal a mental health difficulty from family, friends or colleagues.

•

People living in rural communities are more likely to conceal a mental health difficulty than
those living in urban areas.

•

42% living in rural communities would conceal a mental health difficulty from family, friends or colleagues.
Because of the Green Ribbon 2017 campaign, Individuals feel more comfortable having
conversations about mental health with someone they know

[ 2016 71% ]
[ 2017 75% ]
Kantar Millward Brown carried out a post campaign study to ascertain awareness levels
of the Green Ribbon among Irish adults.
Spontaneous awareness of the
Overall awareness of the
Green Ribbon Campaign has grown...
Green Ribbon Campaign has grown...

[ 2015 21% ]
[ 2016 35% ]
[ 2017 37% ]
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[ 2015 30% ]
[ 2016 46% ]
[ 2017 45% ]

Look Beyond
‘Look Beyond’, a photovoice research exhibition,
was launched on 25th October 2017 in Smock
Alley, Dublin.
The exhibition is the work of 16 people exploring
their experiences of mental health difficulties and is
an output of a photovoice research project
commissioned by See Change and conducted by
Dr. Maria Quinlan and Dr. Etáin Quigley from
University College Dublin and Maynooth
University.
Photovoice is a research and advocacy
methodology which uses photography as a way of
giving voice to people who often feel unheard and
unseen in society. It has been used internationally
to both explore and raise awareness of the stigma
associated with experiencing mental health
problems.
This photovoice project was conducted with two
discrete groups of participants, and was carried out
between July and September 2017. Different
methodological approaches were adopted for each
group, adapting the photovoice method to
accommodate the widest range of participants
possible. In total the 16 participants took over 250
photographs, and ultimately selecting almost ninety
to share in this catalogue.
In 2017, Look Beyond visited:
• Filmbase, Templebar Dublin 2
• Inchicore Library, Dublin 8
• The Hunt Museum, Limerick
• UCD, Belfield, Dublin 4
See Change’s aim for ‘Look Beyond’ is to challenge
people’s perceptions of mental health difficulties
and to encourage positive conversation.
Giving voice to people lived experience.
‘Look Beyond’ gives people who experience mental
health difficulties a space to speak for themselves
and by doing so, helps others to gain insight into
what living with mental health difficulties feels like,
and how relief, recovery and resilience can be
found and nurtured.
Look Beyond will tour Ireland throughout 2018.
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First Fortnight
In 2017 See Change and First Fortnight in association
with the Irish Film Institute brought conversation of
mental health to the movies with nationwide
screenings of Maya Forbes’ movie Infinitely Polar
Bear.
Infinitely Polar Bear is set in Boston in the late ‘70s
and tells the story of Cameron (Mark Ruffalo) who is
struggling with bipolar disorder. The future appears
uncertain for his wife Maggie (Zoe Saldana) and their
two daughters when a particularly difficult period
sees him both fired from his job and hospitalised.
When Maggie is awarded a business scholarship to
attend Columbia University, she convinces her
reluctant husband – convalescing at home on lithium
treatment – to look after the girls for the eighteen
months she’ll be in New York, a less than ideal
arrangement given his frequent manic behaviour and
booze-soaked depressions.

Speaking about the film, See Change ambassador
Gormla Huges said: “Overall the film is peppered with
music, laughter and little gems of knowledge. Like the
impact [and detriment] of noise when you are in episode.
That there is an inextricable connection between creativity
and mental health.”
Rick Rossiter who spoke at the launch of the film
screenings in the IFI said, “The entire family unit is on
full display and the director plays on each character’s
strengths while not hiding their weaknesses in the
slightest. Each character had their roles to play and each
came with their own individuals’ views and insights that
made moments throughout this film even more significant
and meaningful.”
The biggest lesson I took from this gorgeous film is:
Slip into yourself and be comfortable with it.
The film was screened at 9 venues across the
country.
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See Change in the
Workplace Programme
See Change continued to work with a large number
of organisations in 2017 on the 6-step “See Change
in your Workplace” pledge programme, guiding
employers and employees towards creating open
workplace cultures around mental health.
The aim of the programme is to help facilitate a
cultural shift in workplaces so that employers and
employees feel supported and secure in starting a
discussion about how mental health can affect each
one of us. It approaches all aspects of working life,
recognising that everyone in the organisation has a
role to play in challenging stigma.
By signing up to the pledge programme,
organisations are showing that they are committed
to creating an open culture around mental health for
managers and employees.
See Change delivered 54 mental health awareness
workshops with line managers nationwide in 2017.
In addition to this, lunchtime talks with See Change
ambassadors have been delivered to numerous
organisations.

Some of the highlights of 2017 include:
• Presenting at Boots CSR event in February
• Presenting to HR managers at Ibec HR forum in
Donegal in March
• Presenting at PSEU annual conference in April
• In May 2017 we hosted a See Change Green ribbon
event for Irish workplaces in the Morgan Hotel
to which was a great success.
• Presented at HR Manager event “Let’s talk mental
health in the workplace” in October at the
CHQ building in the IFSC.

The following organisations particpated in
workshops in 2017:
• AIB
• Axa Insurance
• Boots
• Cargill
• Cook medica
• Core media
• Eurofins
• Exterion Media
• FAI
• Ibec
• KBC
• Kerry Foods
• Marine Institute

• Maynooth
University
• Northern Trust
• Optum
• PSEU
• SL Controls
• Sodexo
• Stacks Pharmacy
• Taxback Group
• The Journal.
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Please Talk

Please Talk empowers third-level students to talk
openly about their mental health and signposts them
to support services available on-campus and offcampus by connecting them to
www.yourmentalhealth.ie. Please Talk urges students
to understand that talking is a sign of strength, not of
weakness and empowers students to talk about
mental health on campuses across Ireland. The
following are some of 2017:
BICS Mental Health Awards 2017
Please Talk collaborated with the Board of Irish
College Societies (BICS) recognising the amazing
work that students are doing to create supportive
environments for students’ mental health on
campuses across Ireland. This year’s awards ceremony
took place in the Sheraton Hotel, Athlone with over
400 attendees. The outstanding winner was University
of Limerick Drama Society, for their drama
production called “Stigma”.
Green Ribbon Benefit Screening in Aid of
Please Talk
On the 24th May 2017 in the Town Hall Theatre,
Galway a special screening of ‘Meetings with Ivor’ was
held. Over 200 people attended this benefit
screening. Green Ribbons were distributed on the
night. All profits of the special screening were
donated to Please Talk. Through this event just under
€1000 was raised on the night.
Confederation of Student Services in Ireland
(CSSI) Summer conference
On the 21st June in UCC, Please Talk collaboarted
with Riona Hughes from Board of Irish College
Societies (BICS) and co-presented as part of CSSI’
summer conference. The theme of the conference
was ‘Transitions: Minding the Gaps in Liminal Spaces’.
National Masterclass for Student Welfare
Officers and Mental Health Societies
On the 1st September 2017, Please Talk held a
National Masterclass in Athlone IT for student
officers and mental health societies members . The
workshop was on ‘How to run an effective Mental
Health campaign on campus’.
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Please Talk 10 Year Anniversary Celebration
To celebrate this milestone, we went back to where
it all began to UCD which was very poignant for
those attending the event. Friends, colleagues, staff
and students from Please Talk and mental health
societies from across the country gathered to mark
this event on the 5th December 2017. First speakers
of the night were the lead researchers Dr. Maria
Quinlan and Dr. Etain Quigley of See Change’s ‘Look
Beyond’ exhibition. The second speakers were from
UCD Youth Mental Health Lab where Dr. Amanda
Fitzgerald and Cliodhna O’Connor talked about the
research around college students talking about their
mental health. This research reinforces the aims of
Please Talk and always reminding people that ‘Talking
is a sign of strength”. Final speaker was Scott Ahearn,
who was one of the Please Talk co-founders who
brought us along the journey of how Please Talk has
grown over the ten years and inspired the students
currently on their own campuses to go back with
more passion to continue and build on the work they
are already doing. The event was concluded with a
candle light vigil and one-minute silence in memory
of the students we have lost to suicide throughout
the years. To mark this occasion the Please Talk
website was also relaunched on the night.
National Student Support Cards
Please Talk partnered with USI and launched the
student support card in Trinity college on December
11th 2017. Over 20,000 Student Support Cards were
distributed with contact details for suicide and selfharm prevention services.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Shine provides community recovery resource centres
in Cork City (Basement Centre), Dublin City North
(Basin Club) and Waterford City (Discovery Centre)
for people with self-experience of mental ill health,
family members and mental health community,
voluntary and statutory services as well the wider
community and services. The centres are the vehicle
for recovery and discovery.
All centres provide the space and opportunity for
people to access psychoeducation support, recovery
focused one to one and group facilitation,
information, advocacy, creativity, self-development
opportunities, practical advice and guidance. Shine
works from an inclusive, recovery focused, strengthbased philosophy with a strong belief in partnership
and community development.
396 individuals sought and received support from our
service in 2017, with 91 new individuals engaging.
Every day up to 70 people were accessing our
community recovery resource centres, engaging in
groups, one to one supports, meeting peers, and
supporting the day-to-day running of the centres. The
one to one recovery and discovery support
continues to be popular with 99 individuals
benefitting from it with an average of 15 sessions per
person and a total of 1,548 individual sessions
occurring.

Across the three locations, fifty-six groups ran in
2017 – mix of peer led groups, co-facilitated groups
and externally facilitated groups. They included art,
drama, creative writing, horticulture, recovery and
discovery discussion groups, yoga meditation,
relaxation, physical exercise, personal development,
languages and focus groups. The range and variety of
the groups represent the diverse and innovative
individuals who use our services.
The past year has been extremely busy and positive
with some exciting and innovative projects
developing in each of the centres – led by people
who access our services and supported by the staff
teams. Our dedicated staff continue to work above
and beyond in partnership with everyone who
accesses our services. For all this work and more, we
would like to thank our Co-ordinators; Denise O’Reardon
(Cork), Malachi Mc Coy (Dublin) and Martin Matthews
(Cork) and their staff team; Bruno Nicolai, Colette
O’Connor, Emily Daly, Jonathon Ledger, Lou Van Laake,
Rachael Hughes, Ciara Hudson and Jessica Statham. We
also thank all the students and volunteers who support
the work of the service. And most importantly, to our
members and participants who inspire, innovate and trust
in our services – thank you for working with us and
allowing us to join you on your journey of recovery and
discovery.
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Basement Resource Centre
The overall intention of the Shine Basement
Resource Centre is to support each individual to
build the insights, understanding and capacity
associated with recovery and mental ill health in an
open and safe space.
In 2017, Basement Resource Centre Shine was
selected and invited to partake in UNESCO Film and
Conference held in Cork. Basement Resource Centre

is a community educator
and it celebrated Cork as
a City of Learning in 2017.
As a diverse community, we
worked in partnership with organisations such as
Rehab Centre, Community Education Network,
CESCA, Cork City Sports partnership, Harvest
Festival and many more.

Membership Profile...

137
43
212

individuals used the
Basement Resource Centre
in 2017

members availed of the
Mentoring Programme

}
[ 596
} [ 11

visitors during our open mornings
on Fridays from 9.30-12.30pm
over a 10 month period

[ 26 individuals on average per day ]
[ 11 new members]
one to one support sessions provided

new members

4000+

]

contacts through the Drop
In service

Key Activities and Events:
• Open Access Information Drop in Service
• Monthly Open Mornings
• Provision of impartial information and advocacy
(e.g. training, employment, housing, rights and entitlements, services and supports)
• Skills development through participation [Administration upskilling, Facilitation].
• Access to resources (e.g. training and meeting rooms, computers, email and internet)
• One to One and Group Work
>Mentoring
>Psychoeducational/Recovery and Discovery groups
>Educational groups
>Creative groups, art and Crafts
>Social groups, social events
• Networking with the local community services and supports
• Student Placements from CIT and UCC [4 students on placement in 2017].
• Several social activities took place including outings to Spike Island and Killarney
as well as social meals for Easter and Christmas
• Beyond Word, a creative writing and art booklet, was prepared by staff and members and
launched in April in Cork City Library with over 80 people attending
• Staff and members presented at the UCC Mental Health Talk in June
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Partnership Working:
Cork Education Training Board Groups
Basement Resource Centre benefitted from 50 hours
of community learning and ran six groups with 51
members attending. Through these groups, the centre
celebrated Cork as a City of Learning in 2017 and
staff and members took part in Life Long Learning
Week in Cork City Library. Community Education is
an empowerment tool for members and supports
members to access other resources in their local
area.
Green Ribbon Garden
Our Green Ribbon Garden set in an urban area, in
Kyle Street, continues to provide an open space for
members and a space where we can engage with
other services, communities and develop wellness
through nature projects. Thirty-six members and
community referrals visited the garden 166 times in
2017, accumulating in over 332 hours of gardening.
We are extremely grateful and thankful for the
volunteers who supported the Green Ribbon Garden
in 2017, donating 72 hours. The garden hosted
organic vegetable growing, public events such as
Green Ribbon event with See Change in
May, a Summer BBQ for members, the
Kyle Street local community and business
groups and the Harvest Festival in
partnership with HSE as well as creative
groups such as stone carving classes
utilising this unique
and vibrant outdoor
community space.
The growing success
of the Green Ribbon

Garden led to the HSE inviting the centre to
participate in Healthy Cities in 2017. This included
the Green Ribbon Garden participating in the Food
Harvest Festival in October. Staff, volunteers and
members held an open day supported by Cork City
Council displaying the Grow Your Own garden and
providing information on Shine.
Following on from the Harvest Festival, the centre
took part in UNESCO Learning Cities 2017 and was
profiled in a short filmed displaying the importance of
our community garden for our members and as a
tool to support recovery. Staff and members
attended a conference in St. Mary’s Campus (HSE)
where 25 UNESCO delegates and over 60 people
attended and it launched the short film.
CESCA
Cork Equal and Sustainable Communities Alliance
(CESCA) is a collection of fifteen diverse
organisations in Cork with a common goal of social
inclusion and social justice. It facilitates the pooling of
resources and expertise and service provision to
achieve the common goals. The Basement Resource
Centre is part of CESCA. Staff and members took
part in the CESCA dragon boat race as
well as planning and supporting the
CESCA conference in December on
Equality where over 90 people attended.
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What our Members Say...
Excerpts from 2017 Evaluation
Mentoring (focused, confidential 1:1 support between staff and individual)

? 18

Have you availed of mentoring?

7
2

Yes
No
No answer

? 16

[ 66% ]
[ 26% ]
[ 7% ]

If yes, did you find it supported your recovery aims?

3
8

Yes
No
No answer

[ 59% ]
[ 11% ]
[ 29% ]

“

I found the mentoring to be
one of the best I have ever
attended. It is recovery orientated but
there is no pressure. It is all at the
mentees pace.

“

But I have not availed of the
mentoring support enough, this is
more my responsibility than staff.

“

”

?

Mentoring does keep
recovery in line.

”

“

”

It's several years since
I linked in.

”

How did being a member benefit you and your life?

“

A warm friendly
supportive environment, Great place
to hang in and out.

“

”

“

I got great support from staff
member when I was very ill. I've got
much better now, I still need the
basement & I do think I could fall
back without it.

”

It made me think seriously about
what way I want to move forward
with my life.

”

“
“

Company & friendship.

”

Support in different areas for
certain things.

“

”

It helps me deal with my mental
health.

”

“
“

It helps me cope with my
depression.

”

To get into the community.

”

Quotes from members...

“

It’s a good place to feel listened
and to be equal this is very important
to me.
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”

“

Sometimes this place was the
safest place in the world for me and I
would have been lost without it.

”

“

It is a good place for recovery.

”

Basin Club Resource Centre
The Basin Club is a community resource centre
responding to the needs of adults affected by mental
ill health. Members are the key stakeholders with
peer support being of paramount importance. We
work on the principles of cooperation, partnership

and recovery, facilitating an
ethos where men and
women can choose a plan to
improve their health by engaging in, and working with
the many and varied activities.

Membership Profile...

106
36

individuals used the
Basin Club Resource Centre
in 2017

} [[ 4424

62 (58.5%) men]
individuals on average per day]
[ 5 new members]
(41.5%) women and

members availed of the
personal planning process

Key Activities and Events:
• Provision of impartial information and advocacy
(e.g. training, employment, housing, rights and entitlements, services and supports)
• Skills development through participation [Administration upskilling, Facilitation].
• Access to resources (e.g. training and meeting rooms, computers, email and internet)
• One to One and Group Work
> Personal Planning
> Psychoeducational/Recovery and Discovery groups
> Educational groups
> Creative groups, art and Crafts
> Social groups, social events
• Networking with the local community services and supports
• Several social activities took place in 2017
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Types of Supports within the Basin Club

Types of Groups within the Basin Club

Legend:

• Recovery related activities

• Members’ Facilitated Groups

• Other Groups

Social Outings – Funded by the National Lottery €5000 grant
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Support in the Community
Employment and Education

Legend:

• Support with Employment • Support with Education

Support in the Community
Social, Cultural and Personal
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What our Members Say...
Excerpts from 2017 Evaluation
How often do you come to the Basin Club?

What are the main reasons you come to the Basin Club?

How satisfied are you with the running of the club?
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Shine Discovery Resource Centre
Shine Discovery Centre, in Waterford, is Shine’s most
recent Community Recovery Resource Centre. It is a
community mental health support providing time and
space for each individual to build on their strengths
and develop the understanding and skills they need to
navigate life issues. It links with people in all areas of
the South East region. In 2017, we further established
Shine Discovery and its supports within the wider

community and voluntary sector of Waterford and
the South East. Individuals accessing our services selfreporting that they first hear of the Shine Discovery
by word of mouth or informed of our supports by
other services.

Membership Profile...

126
20

} [[ 2075
} [ 520

individuals on average per day

individuals used the
Shine Discovery Resource
Centre in 2017

new users

members availed of
one to one support

]

]

one to one support sessions provided

]

Key Activities and Events:
2017 TIMETABLE
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

11am
Creative writing

10.30am
Procraftanation

11am
Gardening

11am
Womens Wellness

11am
Unleash Your Inner
Diva - singing with
Karen

1.30pm
Art Group

1pm
Drama Workshop
Beginners welcome

2pm
Yoga Meditation

Discussion Groups

Location

Frequency

Mental Health

Kilkenny

Weekly

Relatives

Clonmel

Monthly

Mental Health

Clonmel

Weekly

Womens Wellness

Waterford

Weekly

“Let’s Talk Tuesdays”

Dungarvan, Kilkenny, Clonmel

6 week duration

Pre-discharge Mental Health Department of psychiatric

Kilkenny

Weekly

Mental Health

Enniscorty

6 week duration
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Partnership Working
Inpatient and Post Discharge Mental Health
Mindful Discussion
Shine and individuals with self-experience approached
HSE Kilkenny Department of Psychiatry to develop a
mindful based programme and discussion group for
inpatients and individuals post discharge. The aim of
this group is to develop
1. peer to peer support network within the
inpatient unit and beyond
2. to provide a safe space for discussions and the
expression of emotions without judgement and
with support and respect
3. to introduce individuals to Shine as a support
service available upon discharge
The inpatient group began in late 2017, in partnership
with HSE Kilkenny Department of Psychiatry. The
group begins with a mindful practice and a discussion
topic is chosen by the group. All discussions are
encouraged to be held in a mindful way.

Co-facilitated by Shine and an individual with selfexperience, the post discharge group began in
September 2017. It has become a core support to
individuals discharged from hospital. There is a focus on
mindfulness practice and mindfulness discussion. This
group focuses on providing practical and emotional
support, peers providing hints and tips to reduce
isolation, to manage on a tight budget and how to
communicate to family members, friends or
supporters. It is a space to
• Reflect on their week,
• Develop an insight on the impact of mental health
symptoms on their life,
• Learn skills to support positive mental health
behaviour,
• Gain peer support when struggling,
• Gain peer appreciation and acknowledgement for
successes
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What our Members Say...

EMPATHY MAP
is a collaborative tool, which business’ can use to gain a
deeper insight into their customers. Much like a User
Persona, an empathy map can represent a group of users
within a community. Shine Discovery Resource Centre
have adapted this to support a deeper understanding of
what Shine Discovery represents to the people who
participate as an individual or group, and to inform future
participants of what to expect. People were asked when
they come to the Shine Discovery Resource Centre; what
they see, hear, think and what are the gains and pains.

Gains

See

Coping
Friends
Purpose
Opening Up
Challenge
Peace of Mind
Direction

Non judgement
New experience
Dialogue
Understanding
Laughter
Learning
Support

Thoughts
Non judgment
refuge
Looking forward
Welcome
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Pains
Stairs
Anxious on 1st visit
Nervous
Getting out of bed
Carrying the wounds

Hear
Coping strategy
Life
Joy
Noise
Life experience
Self condfidence
Opinions

POLICY PROMOTION
During 2017 Shine was involved with the following organisations:
Mental Health Reform
Shine was actively involved in progressing the work of Mental
Health Reform to ensure that mental health and mental health
care services became central to the political and public policy
agenda in Ireland.
For further information please visit http://mentalhealthreform.ie
EUFAMI (European Federation of Associations of
Families of People with Mental Illness)
EUFAMI is an EU wide organisation representing the interests of
family members.
For more information please visit http://www.eufami.org
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OFFICERS & PROFESSIONAL ADVISERS
Schizophrenia Association of Ireland
T/A Shine - Supporting People affected by Mental Ill Health
BOARD MEMBERS
(at 31 December 2017)

Kevin Jones (Chairperson)
Brian Miles (Secretary)
Kevin Roantree (Treasurer)
Martin Melvin
Joan Higgins
Catherine Bourke (resigned May 2017)
Tony Francis (resigned May 2017)
Regina O’Flynn (resigned May 2017)
Shirley Healy (resigned May 2017)
Karen Cobbe (resigned October 2017)

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

John Saunders

AUDITORS

Deloitte & Touche
Chartered Accountants
Deloitte & Touche House, Earlsfort Terrace, Dublin 2

BANKERS

Bank of Ireland
Lr. Drumcondra Road. Dublin 9

SOLICITORS

Gore & Grimes
Cavendish House, Arran Court, Smithfield, Dublin 7

REGISTERED OFFICE

Block B, Maynooth Business Campus, Straffan Road,
Maynooth, Co. Kildare

CHARITY TAX REFERENCE NO:

CHY 6380

From January to December 2017 there were six Board meetings with the following attendance:
Kevin Jones
6/6
Brian Miles
5/6
Kevin Roantree
6/6
Martin Melvin
6/6
Joan Higgins
2/3
Catherine Bourke
3/3
Tony Francis
3/3
Regina O’Flynn
1/3
Shirley Healy
0/2
Karen Cobbe
1/4
ATTENDANCE AT BOARD SUB-COMMITTEE MEETINGS:
Attendance at the Finance Committee (first half of 2017)
Catherine Bourke
2/2
Tony Francis
2/2
Des Fitzgerald
2/2
Attendance at Audit and Risk Committee (renamed in second half of 2017)
Kevin Rountree
2/2
Brian Miles
2/2
Kevin Jones
1/2
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A NOTE FROM THE TREASURER

As a national
organisation we
take pride in
ensuring we
have appropriate
governance and
internal control
procedures. We
are bound to
comply with all
of the
regulations
Kevin Roantree
required of a
Treasurer
Limited
Company including but not exclusively: the holding of
an Annual General Meeting; the production of an
Annual Report and the completion of externally
Audited Annual Accounts.

revised Audit and Risk Committee with the following
terms of reference;

Governance
Shine is governed by a Board of eight people elected
from our membership at the Annual General Meeting
and a further four people can be co-opted by the
Board for a period of up to 24 months.

•

To monitor and review at agreed intervals the
operating accounts for Shine to include income and
expenditure accounts, provisional balance sheet and
cash flow analysis prior to recommending them for
adoption by the Board.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
The role of the Board is one of governance, which
involves the development of strategic policy, oversight
of policy implementation and the oversight of
financial and fiduciary responsibilities.
Finance
Shine continues to provide services as agreed with
the Health Service Executive under service level
agreements. It does this despite increasing
operational costs without concurrent increases in
agreed income. This situation is exacerbated by the
continued legacy of funding reductions as a result of
the financial recession which have still not been
restored.
During 2017 Shine disposed of property resulting in
changes in the Balance Sheet at year end.
I am happy to report that our auditors, Deloitte have
audited the 2017 financial statements and have
concluded that they give a true and fair view of the
state of affairs of the organisation and that the
accounts are properly kept.
Internal Control Mechanisms
During 2017 the Board agreed to the formation of a

•

•

To monitor and review internal financial control
and accounting practice.
To review operating accounts for previous year
prior to submission for external audit.
To liaise with external auditors following
completion of their annual audit.
To review the prepared external audited accounts
prior to submission to the Board for final sign off.
To advise on the prepared accounts for
publication in the Annual report of Shine.
To provide as requested reports to the Board
of Shine.
To monitor and review the corporate risk policy
and risk register including the statement of
risk appetite.
To monitor and review matters of corporate
governance relating to the Adopted Code of
Governance for the Community and Voluntary
Sector, any other voluntary or statutory codes
and specific items of governance that may be
presented to it from time to time.
To ensure on an annual basis a review of Shine
Board performance including performance of
individual board members and its committees.
To provide to each Board meeting a brief report
on the committee’s activities.

Membership of the Audit and Risk Committee
includes the Honorary Treasurer, one other Board
member, the Chairperson of Shine (ex officio) and an
external invited member. The committee meetings are
attended by the CEO and Finance Manager of Shine.
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to thank
all of the Board members and members of the senior
management team for their support to me as
Treasurer during 2017.

Kevin Roantree
Treasurer
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SHINE’S FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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GOVERNANCE & OPERATIONS
Governance Code
During 2017 the council and management worked to ensure that Shine fully complied with the Governance
Code for the community, voluntary and charitable sector in Ireland.
The following are the five principles of good governance:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Leading our organisation
Exercising control over our organisation
Being transparent and accountable
Working effectively
Behaving with integrity

The following operational policies are currently implemented by Shine:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Finance and computer procedures
Dignity in the workplace policy for management and staff
Employee handbook
Recruitment handbook for managers
Employee performance and development review
Policy on Garda vetting
Health and safety
Complaints procedure
Volunteer policy
Policy on suicide
The Basin Club Model of Practice
Vulnerable persons policy
Procurements policy
Data protection policy
Serious incident policy
Risk managements policy
Apportionment policy
Confidentiality policy
Rules and guidelines for organising and storing electronic data

The Governance Code: Principles of Good Governance
We, The Council Members
of Shine commit to:

Principle 1. Leading our organisation. We do this by:
1.1 Agreeing our vision, purpose and values and making sure that they remain relevant;
1.2 Developing, resourcing, monitoring and evaluating a plan to make sure that our organisation achieves
its stated purpose.
1.3 Managing, supporting and holding to account staff, volunteers and all who act on behalf of the organisation.
Principle 2. Exercising control over our organisation. We do this by:
2.1 Identifying and complying with all relevant legal and regulatory requirements;
2.2 Making sure that there are appropriate internal financial and management controls;
2.3 Identifying major risks for our organisation and deciding ways of managing the risks.
Principle 3. Being transparent and accountable. We do this by:
3.1 Identifying those who have a legitimate interest in the work of our organisation (stakeholders) and making sure
that there is regular and effective communication with them about our organisation;
3.2 Responding to stakeholders' questions or views about the work of our organisation and how we run it;.
3.3 Encouraging and enabling the engagement of those who benefit from our organisation in the planning and
decision-making of the organisation.
Principle 4. Working effectively. We do this by:
4.1 Making sure that our governing body, individual board members, committees, staff and volunteers understand their:
role, legal duties, and delegated responsibility for decision-making.
4.2 Making sure that as a board we exercise our collective responsibility through board meetings that are efficient
and effective.
4.3 Making sure that there is suitable board recruitment, development and retirement processes in place.
Principle 5. Behaving with integrity. We do this by:
5.1 Being honest, fair and independent;
5.2 Understanding, declaring and managing conflicts of interest and conflicts of loyalties;
5.3 Protecting and promoting our organisation's reputation.

We confirm that our organisation is committed to the standards outlined in these principles. We commit to reviewing our
organisational practice against the recommended actions for each principle every year

_______________________
Kevin Jones
Chairperson of Board

_______________________
Karen Cobbe
Secretary of the Board
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EASTERN REGION
13 Belvedere Court, Dublin 1
T: 01 8601620 • F: 01 8601602

SOUTHERN REGION
14a Washington Street West, Cork
T: 021 4949833 • F: 021 4949834

NORTH EASTERN REGION
T: 086 852 54 22

BASEMENT RESOURCE CENTRE
14a Washington Street West, Cork
T: 021 4226064 • F: 021 4949834

BASIN CLUB
13 Belvedere Court, Dublin 1
T: 01 8601610 • F: 01 8601548
MIDLAND REGION
Unit 5, 2nd Floor, Esker House,
Patricks Street,Tullamore Co. Offaly
R35 A9D3
T: 086 8525281

WESTERN REGION
Unit 31, Terryland House,
Terryland Retail Park,
Headford Rd., Galway
T: 091 576150/1 • F: 091 576152

MID-WESTERN REGION
T: 087 7878222
SOUTH EASTERN REGION
1 Barronstrand Street, The Quays
Co. Waterford
T: 086 8525562
HEADLINE NATIONAL MEDIA
MONITORING PROGRAMME
Block B, Maynooth Business Campus,
Straffan Road, Maynooth
Co. Kildare W23W5X7
T +353 1 5413715
E: info@headline.ie
W: www.headline.ie

ADMINISTRATION OFFICE
Block B, Maynooth Business Campus, Straffan Road, Maynooth, Co. Kildare
T: 01 53413715
Website: www.shine.ie • Email: info@shine.ie
Email: phil@shine.ie

